1. SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

5. RECOMMEND 1.0mm GAP BETWEEN DISPLAYS.

4. ALIGNMENT HARDWARE ATTACHED PRIOR TO PANEL INSTALLATION. BRACKETS INSTALLED AFTER TWO HORIZONTAL PANELS HAVE BEEN MOUNTED. ADDITIONAL PANELS SLIDE INTO PLACE.

3. ALIGNMENT BRACKETS SHOWN USED ON NON ADJUSTABLE MOUNTS.

2. KEEP PERFORATION AREAS CLEAR FOR VENTILATION.

0.5" (12.7mm) MIN WITH SUPPLIED BRACKET

FULL ALIGNMENT BRACKETS

HALF ALIGNMENT BRACKETS (L/R EDGES ONLY)
3. TOP, BOTTOM, LEFT, AND RIGHT TRIM ARE 2mm THICK.
2. KEEP PERFORATION AREAS CLEAR FOR VENTILATION.
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